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UNA OTREIDAD LINGÜÍSTICA 
Iván Argüelles 
 
 
John M Bennett, considered one of the foremost poets of the American 

avant-garde, and author of too many works to count or recount, has come 

up this time with what may be considered his most intriguing work: Having 
Been Named : De-reading Popol Vuh. Primordial, quintessential, the very 

spear in the heart of the sound, even in translation, of the thoughts behind 

this atavistic genesis text, Bennett assays a different kind of transduction of 

an original text, this time the Mayan Book of Genesis, the Popol Vuh. Not 

the first such effort by Bennett, a previous transduction involved Góngora's 

masterpiece Soledades.  (John M. Bennett, Sole Dadas & Prime Sway, 
Transductions of Luis de Góngora's Soledades & Sor Juana Inés de la 
Cruz' Primero Sueño, Luna Bisonte Prods, 2013) This new work is based 

on the edition of Allen J. Christenson: POPOL VUH, Literal Poetic 
Version: Translation and transcription, 2008.  This book also includes a 

De-reading of my own work, The Shape of Air, Fragments. 
 

Bennett's realignment of this fabulous text is divided into 26 somewhat 

brief, but incredibly beautiful, dense, unpunctuated and asyntactic sections, 

each with its own title. The overall effect reading these passages is that of a 

sublime but often disturbing dream, that requires its own rules and sets of 

margins or lack thereof. The relentless run-on flow of words as enactments 

of sounds dredged from an archaic distance has affinities with not just 

earth's surface but more precisely what lies underneath, an inherent 

chthonic Hell. Bennett's oneiric vision plunges the reader into a shadowy, 

indefinable alternate reality, an aphasia of the senses. Things more often 

unnamed--murders, children, cries, vengeances pass through a misty lens, 

light transmogrified by language into a tenuous dark other-world. The text 

is short enough to be read in one sitting and should be in order to get its 

full effect, a powerfully mesmerizing excursion through this telescoped 

concise language into a turbulent epic scenario, not unlike the constantly 

shifting nuances of the Mahabharata, except that here we are in Pre-

Columbian Mesoamerica. 

 

Bennett's technique is the essence, the very subject as it were, of his 

transposition of linguistic data, lexical details from a collective unconscious: 

information continues through an amorphous flow of asyntactically related 

words, a sort of morse code of concision and precision. Two specifics 

should be noted about this style: the frequent lack of the definite article, 

and the spare use of finite verb forms, which give this text a deranged 



staccato feel. Many lines seem to stand on their own, conveying some kind 

of message, at times harrowing, of a great mythical enterprise, nothing less 

than the chaotic and kinetic origins of this codex driven world. The very 

beginning, the first text, starts off: 

 

              it's having been named the names its 

              top merely dawned only one three 

              groups change speech language 

              different stone behind darkness 

 

and here we get a sense of what's to come in this wonderfully musical text: 

names, numerals, language, darkness, stone ... There is that dreamlike 

subconscious sense of a direction, of a plot, of a tale at times too horrible 

to recount, not unlike the messaging we get in reading Finnegans Wake. 
Mythical Mayan names occur and recur, such as B'alam or Juraqan. 

Repeated references to murder and creation "worked existence each came 

as births / fell on sky pool serpent transformation"; or "effigies crawled the 

experiment legs / arms then oil their masks bodies crushed". We have 

fallen into some enigmatic oneiric cavity behind the daily brain, into a 

night-script of senseless and demonic proportions. And it all keeps rushing, 

deep into the other world, often beautiful in its juxtapositions, until the 

reader demands that it never stop, being infused with a sort of circularity 

that characterizes pre-literary, oral texts: "drags hut beam tree kills hole". 

This seemingly inexhaustible re-creation of myth is unique in 

contemporary poetry. It transposes us onto a Neolithic stage. Bennett 

comments that "it was a real trip writing it, a true otreidad lingüística - head 

in new space..." Indeed, these words accurately describe this reader's 

reaction as well. It is difficult anywhere in contemporary poetry to find lines 

as beautiful and mysterious as the concluding ones of this text: 

 

              sun today next called one each 

              fire name face father mother 

               word essence birth therefore sight 

              completed anciently means lost now 
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1 

it's having been 

 

it's having been named the names its 

top merely dawned only one three 

groups change speech language 

different stone behind darkness 

moss hanging burn face his forest 

blood mountain grass child will 

skin come they now seen burn 

birds mouths mushroom drank 

in hornet pathway child water 

homes clear they roads cry pass 

coyote clear not it do desire to 

day destroyed each day blood 

ears death mouths stones Tulan 

B'alam abducted took killed 

walking skulls feet left us homes 

confusion path mud essence 

murderous faces mountain river 

names thought bath 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

2 

therefore faces desired 

 

therefore faces desired thoughts ended 

not clear this then if how many daughters 

desire faces signs weeping bath their wash 

heads at mouth knees river beautiful 

essences violated faces signs the robes 

nations washing imaged B'alam paintings 

words arrive straightaway hanging 

hornets untied arms robes body stung 

only images within to them you 

deceivers scratchers accomplished 

enchanted nature defeat gathered 

many thoughts arrows adornment hear 

captured planned little number 

sons sleep believed in road eyebrows 

neck staff  ¿who abduct?  words heart 

mountain B'alam stakes pointed effigies 

metal carved hearts edge of gourds 

killers target Jaq'awitz murder 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3 

only one their children 

 

only one their children killers 

circled with yell rush whistling 

look enters seated words ascended 

open gourds insect smoke seeds legs 

eyes swarm face ground chopped 

wives legs found hearts hornets 

now then goes sun Jaq'awitz top 

multiplied seated approach now 

names therefore deaths word sick 

Ajaw name next instruction song 

light word mirror sweep homes 

see they when remembrance pond 

ered not clear its face unwrapped 

none stitches buried burned disappeared 

again glory bundle name sons 

first ending there across sea said 

died named then as sun forgot dead 

road across top sea this name 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

4 

then tokens house 

 

then tokens house sign canopy 

house flute bone food shell 

feathers side sea its writings 

word within arrived there died 

mountains counted settle strong 

behind ancient existence enters gift 

payment names investigation is 

dead residence now all out coming 

passed afflictions named citadel 

white ground therefore names 

great score only as well house 

enchantment anger one hearts 

anger was disturbance still not as 

left hearts fire facing great shield 

war themselves murdered left 

their despoiled arrived to receive   

many received clamor entered 

behind mask god root desired 

blood letting canyon captive name 

price drinks then did hither named 

abandoned great woman selves 

 

 



 

 

 

 

5 

root house light 

 

root house light crowded 

skulls split made infuriated was 

contention benches abandoned 

head their lineage house name 

reception faces first per speaker son 

weight enlarged as well small carried off 

worked existence each came as births 

fell on sky pool serpent transformation 

blood would pooled be heard 

essence did self-revelation toppling 

came to head name is nature 

sons crowded broke nations mountain 

war collapsed not killers bring 

bled post descendants shattered 

mouth fear resin stone fallen 

 

 


